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Orders of State Secrecy Bureau 
 

Order No.1 2014 
 
  We now promulgate “Interim Provisions on Management of State Secrets 
Classification” that shall come into force on the day of promulgation 
           19                               
Director of State Secrecy Bureau  Meng Xiangfeng 
 
Date: March 9, 2014 
  
 

Interim Provisions on Management of State Secrets Classification1 
 

Chapter 1  General Provisions 
 
Article 1 These Provisions are formulated to strengthen management of state secrets 
classification and standardize secret classification activities in accordance with the 
Law of the People’s Republic of China on Guarding State Secrets (hereinafter referred 
to as the “Law on Guarding State Secrets”) and its implementation regulations. 
 
Article 2  Secrets classification in these Provisions refers to the activities in 
accordance with law of classifying, modifying the classification of and declassifying a 
state secret by a state organ or entity involved with state secrets (hereinafter referred 
to as an “Organ and/or Entity”) 
 
Article 3  These Provisions apply to secrets classification and such work as the 
determination of person(s) responsible for secrets classification, [delegation of] 
secrets classification authorization and supervision of secrets classification in Organs 
and Entities.  
 
Article 4  In conducting secrets classification, Organs and Entities shall adhere to the 
principles of minimizing classification and accuracy[precision?] and proceed with a 
clear definition of powers and responsibilities, sufficient bases, standardized 
procedures and in a timely and accurate manner, so as to ensure the security of state 
secrets while facilitating the rational utilization of information resources. 
 
Article 5  An Organ or Entity shall carry out its secrets classification work in 
accordance with law, establish and perfect relevant management systems, organize 
periodic training and inspections and accept guidance and supervision from the 
administrative and management departments for guarding secrets and the Organ or 
Entity at a higher level or the department in charge of its work operations [subject 
matter of its work]. 
 

Chapter 2  Delegation of Secrets Classification Authorization 
 

                                                
1 The translation, by Mr. Chan Kaiyee, benefited from the careful review by Ms. Jamie Horsley, 
Senior Research Scholar in Law, Lecturer in Law, and executive director of the China Law Center at 
Yale Law School. 
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Article 6 Central state organs and organs at the level of province, municipality 
divided into districts and autonomous prefecture (hereinafter referred to as a 
“Delegating Organ”) may delegate secrets classification authorization based on their 
work requirements or an Organ’s or Entity’s application. 
 
The administrative and management departments for guarding secrets shall publish 
the list of Delegating Organs within the relevant scope. 
 
Article 7 A central state organ may make decisions to delegate the authorization to 
classify top secret, highly secret and secret level state secrets within the scope of work 
of which it is in charge. A provincial-level organ may make decisions to delegate the 
authorization to classify top secret, highly secret and secret level state secrets within 
the scope of work of which it is in charge or its administrative jurisdiction. An organ 
at the level of a municipality divided into districts or autonomous prefecture may 
make decisions to delegate the authorization to classify highly secret and secret level 
state secrets within the scope of work of which it is in charge or its administrative 
jurisdiction. 
 
The authorization delegated shall not exceed the secret classification authority of the 
Delegating Organ. An Organ or Entity with delegated authorization may not 
sub-delegate its authorization. 
    
Article 8  A Delegating Organ may, based on work requirements, delegate secrets 
classification authorization for specific matters to an Organ or Entity that undertakes 
scientific research, production and other tasks involving secrets within the secrets 
classification authority of that Organ. 
 
Article 9  An Organ or Entity without secrets classification authority but that 
frequently produces state secret matters or that does have secrets classification 
authority but frequently produces  state secret matters exceeding its secrets 
classification authority may apply to the Delegating Organ for secrets classification 
authorization. 
 
An Organ or Entity applying for secrets classification authorization shall apply to the 
department in charge of its work at a higher level. If there is no such department at a 
higher level, it shall apply to its superior organ. 
 
An Organ or Entity applying for secrets classification authorization shall provide a 
written explanation of the secrets classification authority it intends to apply for, the 
scope of the matters, the duration of the authorization and the basis and reasons for its 
application. 
 
Article 10  Upon receipt of an application for secrets classification authorization, the 
Delegating Organ shall review the application in accordance with the laws and 
regulations on guarding secrets and in light of the specific scope and classification 
levels of the state secrets (hereinafter referred to as “scope of classified matters”). It 
shall decide to delegate secrets classification authorization to those that satisfy the 
requirements for delegating the authorization and refuse to delegate the authorization 
to those that do not satisfy the requirements. 
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A decision on delegating secrets classification authorization shall be made in writing, 
specifying the name of the Organ or Entity delegated with authorization, the specific 
scope of the secret classification authority, the scope of the matters and the duration 
of the authorization.  
 
Article 11  The Delegating Organ shall supervise the exercise of the delegated 
authorization by the Organ or Entity delegated with authorization and rectify any 
problem it finds in a timely manner. 
 
Where an administrative and management department for guarding secrets finds 
improper delegation of authorization or the improper exercise of delegated 
authorization by an Organ or Entity delegated with authorization, it shall notify 
relevant Organ or Entity to rectify the situation..  
 
Article 12  Where an Organ or Entity no longer frequently produces state secrets 
matters within the scope of the delegated authorization or where the matters for which 
authorization has been delegated are no longer regarded as state secrets due to 
adjustment of the scope of c;assified matters, the Delegating Organ shall revoke the 
delegation of secrets classification authorization in a timely manner. 
 
Where due to adjustment of the scope of classified matters, there is an adjustment in 
the classification level of the matters for which authorization has been delegated, the 
Delegating Organ shall make a new decision on delegating secrets classification 
authorization. 
 
Article 13  Where a central state organ or provincial-level organ makes a decision to 
delegate authorization or revoke the delegated authorization, it shall report to the 
national administrative and management department for guarding secrets for the 
record. Where an organ at the level of a municipality divided into districts or an 
autonomous prefecture makes a decision to delegate authorization or revoke the 
delegated authorization, it shall report to the administrative and management 
department for guarding secrets of the province, autonomous region or municipality 
directly under the Central Government for the record.  
 
Where an Organ or Entity has received a decision on delegating secrets classification 
authorization or revoking the delegation of secrets classification authorization, it shall 
report to the administrative and management department for guarding secrets at the 
same level of government for the record.  

 
Chapter 3 Persons Responsible for Secrets Classification 

 
Article 14  The responsible person of an Organ or Entity is the person responsible  
for secrets classification in his Organ or Entity and bears overall responsibility for the 
work of secrets classification. 
 
Based on work requirements, the responsible person of an Organ or Entity may 
designate another responsible person of his Organ or Entity, responsible person of an 
office within the Organ or Entity or other work personnel as a person responsible for 
secrets classification and make clear his corresponding secrets classification authority. 
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Persons designated by his Organ or Entity to be responsible for secrets classification 
shall be familiar with the work involving secrets and satisfy the basic requirements for 
the work at a post involving secrets.  
 
Article 15  An Organ or Entity shall announce within its own Organ and Entity the 
name list of the persons responsible for secret classification and their secrets 
classification authority and report for the record to the administrative and 
management department for guarding secrets at the same level of government. 
 
Article 16  Persons responsible for and persons who undertake secrets classification 
shall receive secrets classification training, be familiar with secrets classification 
duties and the scope of classification matters and know well secrets classification 
procedures and methods.  
 
Article 17  Where the responsible person of an Organ or Entity finds that a person 
responsible for secrets classification appointed by the responsible person has failed to 
perform his secret classification duties according to law, the responsible person shall 
rectify the situation in a timely manner; and shall make adjustments in the following 
circumstances:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

1. the person has made an inappropriate secrets classification and the 
circumstances are serious; 

2. the person is unable to continue to perform secrets classification duties due 
to departure from the post or job; 

3. the administrative and management department for guarding secrets has 
recommended an adjustment; or 

4. the person is not suitable to do the work of secrets classification due to other 
reasons. 

 
Chapter 4  Classification of State Secrets 

 
Article 18  Organs and Entities shall classify state secrets in accordance with the 
scope of secret matters. Where there is no clear provision in the scope of classified 
matters2 but the information falls under the provisions of Articles 9 and 10 of the 
Law on Guarding State Secrets, it shall be classified as a state secret. 
 
Article 19  The following matters shall not be classified as state secrets: 

1. Matters that need to be widely known or to be participated in by the general 
public; 

2. Matters that are work secrets, commercial secrets or personal privacy; 
3. Matters that have been made public according to law or whose scope of 

access cannot be controlled; and  
4. Matters that have been made public as required by law, regulations or 

relevant provisions of the State. 
 

Article 20  If an Organ or Entity is authorized to classify secrets for a state secret 
matter that it produced, it shall determine the classification level, the secrets-guarding 
period and access scope in accordance with the law. If it is not authorized to classify 
                                                
2[Defined in Article 8 of the 2014 Regulations on the Implementation of the Law of 
the People’s Republic of China on Guarding State Secrets]. 
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secrets, it shall adopt secrets-guarding measures first and immediately report for 
determination to a superior Organ or Entity that is authorized to classify secrets. If it 
has no superior organ or entity, it shall immediately submit for determination to the 
corresponding department in charge of its work operations [subject matter of its 
operations] or the administrative and management department for guarding secrets 
with corresponding secrets classification authorization. 
 
Regarding state secret matters that arise when an Organ or Entity implements the 
matters its superior Organ or Entity has already classified or when it handles matters 
another Organ or Entity has already classified, the classification levels, 
secrets-guarding period and access scope shall be determined according to the state 
secret matters it implements or handles. 
 
Article 21  In classifying a state secret, an Organ or Entity shall act in accordance 
with legal procedures and keep written records, specifying the person handling the 
matter, the person responsible for secrets classification and the grounds for secrets 
classification. 
 
Article 22  The specific secrets-guarding period of a state secret shall generally be 
specified in number of days, months or years. If the specific secrets-guarding period 
cannot be determined, the time of or conditions for declassification shall be 
determined. Conditions for declassification of a state secret shall be clear, specific and 
lawful. 
 
The secrets-guarding period of a state secret shall not be determined to be a long 
period unless clearly stipulated in the scope of classified matters. 
 
Article 23  The access scope of a state secret shall be marked on the medium 
carrying the state secret. If the access scope cannot be marked, it shall be notified in 
writing to the Organ, Entity or personnel within the scope. 
 
Article 24  Once a state secret is classified, the state secrets mark shall be marked at 
the same time on the medium that carries the state secret. The state secrets mark shall 
be in the form of “classification level★secrets-guarding period”, “classification level
★declassification time” or “classification level★declassification conditions”.  
 
Where a state secrets mark is marked on a paper medium or electronic document that 
carries the state secret, it shall meet national standards. If there are no national 
standards, the mark shall be conspicuously located at the upper left corner of the 
cover or below the headline. The state secrets mark on such medium as optical or 
electromagnetic medium and other medium for carrying state secrets or on the 
equipment or product that is a state secret, shall be located conspicuously on its case, 
cover or outer packaging.  
 
The state secrets mark shall be inseparable from the medium that carries the state 
secret, and shall be conspicuous and easy to identify.  
 
If it is impossible or inappropriate to mark a state secrets mark, the Organ or Entity 
that classified the state secret shall notify in writing the Organ, Entity or personnel 
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with  access. For a state secrets matter that is not marked with its secrets-guarding 
period or declassification conditions and for which no written notice has been given, 
its secrets-guarding period shall be implemented as 30 years if classified top-secret, 
20 years if classified highly secret, and 10 years if classified secret. 
 
Article 25  Where two or more Organs or Entities jointly produce a state secrets 
matter, the classification shall be made by the Organ or Entity that is primarily 
responsible for the matter after soliciting the opinions of the cooperating Organ or 
Entity. 
 
The work of secrets classification of a temporary work organization shall be the 
responsibility of the Organ or Entity that undertakes the daily work of the 
organization. 
 

Chapter 5  Modification of State Secrets 
 
Article 26  An Organ or Entity shall modify in a timely manner the classification 
level, secrets-guarding period or access scope of a state secrets matter  classified by 
it if: 

1. there has been change in the law, regulations or scope of classified matters  
on which the secrets were classified; or  

2. there has been an obvious change in the extent of damage that may be 
caused to State security and interests by revelation of the secret. 

 
If necessary, an Organ or Entity at a higher level or the department in charge of its 
work operations may directly modify the classification level, secrets-guarding period 
or access scope of a state secrets matter classified by the Organ or Entity at a lower 
level. 
 
Article 27  Where an Organ or Entity believes that it is necessary to extend the 
secrets-guarding period of a state secrets matter it has classified, it shall make a 
decision before the expiration of the secrets-guarding period; where the extension will 
cause the accumulated secrets-guarding period to exceed that provided in the scope of 
classified matters, it shall submit a report for approval to the relevant central organ 
that has stipulated the scope of classified matters. The relevant central organ shall 
make a decision within 30 days of receiving the report. 
 
Article 28  The relevant personnel who are not within the access scope in an Organ 
or Entity within the access scope of the state secret but must have access to the state 
secret due to work requirements shall obtain approval from the responsible person of 
the Ogan or Entity. 
 
The Organ, Entity and its personnel that are not within the access scope of a state 
secret but need to access to the state secret due to work requirements shall obtain 
consent from the Organ or Entity that originally classified the secret. 
   
Where the Organ or Entity that originally classified the secret, has set clear provisions 
on extending the access scope, those provisions shall be observed 
 
Detailed records shall be kept on the extension of a state secret access. 
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Article 29  Modification of a state secret shall be carried out in accordance with the 
procedures of state secrets classification and be recorded in writing. 
 
Upon modification of a state secret, the original secret classification Organ or Entity 
shall re-mark in a timely manner with a state secrets mark near the original state 
secrets mark. 
 
Article 30  An Organ or Entity that has modified the classification level, 
secrets-guarding period or access scope of a state secret shall notify in writing the 
Organ, Entity or personnel within the access scope. Upon receipt of the notice, the 
relevant Organ, Entity or personnel shall mark the modified classification level, 
secrets-guarding period or access scope near the state secrets mark.  
 
The written notice on the extension of a secrets-guarding period shall be served to the 
Organ, Entity or personnel within the access scope before expiration of the original 
secrets-guarding period. 
 

Chapter 6  Declassification of State Secrets 
 
Article 31  An Organ or Entity shall review the state secrets it has classified every 
year and declassify them in a timely manner if:  

1. the matter is no longer a state secret after adjustments to the law or 
regulations on guarding secrets or the scope of classified matters; or 

2. there is no need to continue to guard the secret because disclosing the 
matter will not harm national security or interests. 

 
Where an Organ or Entity decides after declassification examination to disclose its 
own or its subordinate Organ’s or Entity’s state secrets matter before the expiration of 
its secrets-guarding period, the formal announcement of its decision shall be deemed 
to be declassification.  
 
Article 32  A state secret is [shall be?] declassified automatically when its specific 
secrets-guarding period expires, the declassification time has been reached or 
declassification conditions are satisfied. 
 
Article 33  An Organ or Entity may not declassify without authorization a state 
secrets matter with a secrets-guarding period clearly stipulated as long-term in the 
scope of classification matters. If the matter indeed needs to be declassified, an 
application for approval shall be submitted to the relevant central organ that stipulated 
the scope of classification matters. The relevant central organ shall make a decision 
within 30 days of receipt of the application. 
 
Article 34  Except for automatic declassification, declassification of a state secret 
shall be carried out in accordance with the procedures for classification of state 
secrets and recorded in writing. 
 
When a state secret is declassified, the relevant Organ, Entity or personnel shall mark 
a declassification mark near the original state secrets mark in a timely manner. 
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Article 35  Except for automatic and officially announced declassifications, when an 
Organ or Entity declassifies a state secret, it shall notify in writing the Organs, 
Entities or personnel with access. 
 
Article 36  Where an Organ or Entity needs to disclose after declassification a state 
secrets matter that has it produced, it shall conduct a secrets-guarding examination 
according to the procedures for disclosing information.  
 
Where an Organ or Entity needs  to disclose a state secrets matter that it did not 
produce but that has been declassified, it shall obtain consent of the Organ or Entity 
that originally classified the state secret. 
 
When an Organ or Entity discloses a declassified document or material, it may not 
keep the state secrets mark on the document or material. It shall delete, cover or 
otherwise deal with the state secrets mark and the contents regarded as sensitive 
information. 
 
Article 37  An Organ or Entity shall conduct declassification examination of its 
archives of state secrets for which the secrets-guarding period has not expired and 
which it intends to transfer to state archives establishments at various levels. It shall 
declassify the archives of the secrets that were produced within the Organ or Entity 
and satisfy declassification conditions. 
 
Methods for the declassification of the archives of state secrets that have already been 
transferred according to law to the state archives establishments at various levels, 
shall be otherwise formulated by the State Administrative and Management 
Department for Guarding Secrets together with the State Archives Administrative and 
Management Department 
 

Chapter 7  Supervising Secrets Classification   
 
Article 38  An Organ or Entity shall periodically inspect its own secrets 
classification, the performance of duties by its personnel responsible for classifying 
secrets, and the actual implementation of the classification system such as the 
delegation of  classification authorization and shall rectify in a timely manner any 
problem discovered. 
 
Article 39  An Organ or Entity shall report to the administrative and management 
department for guarding secrets at the same level statistics on its state secrets matters 
for the year.  
    
The administrative and management department for guarding secrets at a lower level 
shall report the year’s work of secrets classification in its jurisdiction to the 
administrative and management department directly above it.  
 
Article 40 A central state organ shall guide and supervise in accordance with law the 
secrets classification work within its own system and industry. 
 
Where an Organ, Entity or department in charge of work operations at a higher level 
finds improper secrets classification by an Organ or Entity at a lower level, it shall 
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direct in a timely manner the Organ or Entity concerned to rectify the matter and may 
also directly decide  on classification, modification or declassification. 
 
Article 41  An administrative and management department for guarding secrets shall 
guide, supervise and inspect in accordance with law Organs’ and Entities’ secrets 
classification work and shall rectify in a timely manner the problems it finds or  
order rectification and reform concerning the problems. 
 

Chapter 8  Legal Liabilities 
 
Article 42  Where a person responsible for secrets classification and a person who 
undertakes secrets classification has committed any of the following violations of 
these Provisions, the Organ or Entity shall rectify the violation and conduct criticism 
and education in a timely manner and in case of serious consequences caused by the 
violation, shall impose punishment according to discipline and law: 

1. failure to classify a matter that shall be classified as a state secret; 
2. classifying a matter that shall not be classified as a state secret; 
3. classification in excess of secrets classification authority; 
4. failure to classify secrets in accordance with legal procedures; 
5. failure to mark state secrets marks in accordance with provisions; 
6. failure to modify the classification level, secrets-guarding period or access 

scope in accordance with provisions; 
7. failure to conduct declassification examination according to requirements; 
8. declassifying a state secret that shall not be declassified;  
9. failure to declassify a state secret that shall be declassified; or 
10. other violation of these Provisions. 

 
Article 43  A circular of criticism shall be issued for an Organ’s or Entity’s failure to 
perform its duty in managing secrets classification in accordance with law that has 
made it impossible to conduct normal secrets classification. If serious consequences 
have been caused, liabilities shall be borne by the person in charge directly 
responsible and other persons directly responsible.  
 

Chapter 9  Supplementary Provisions 
 
Article 44  The meanings of the following terms as used in these Provisions: 

1. “Central state organs” include central organs and departments of the 
Chinese Communist Party, central organs of various democratic parties, 
organs of the National People’s Congress, organs of the Chinese People’s 
Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), the Supreme People’s Court, 
the Supreme People’s Procuratorate, the State Council and its constituent 
departments, directly [subordinate] special organizations, directly 
[subordinate] organizations, working bodies, directly [subordinate] public 
institutions, the state bureaus managed by the ministries or commissions of 
the State Council and the organs of the mass organizations whose staffing is  
managed by organizations whose staffing is directly managed by 
departments whose staffing is directly managed by central organizations;  

2. “Provincial-level organs” include the organs of the Party committee, 
people’s congress, government and CPPCC, as well as the people’s court 
and people’s procuratorate, of the province (autonomous region or 
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municipality directly under the Central Government);  
3. “Organs at the level of a municipality divided into districts and autonomous 

prefecture include the organs of the Party committee, people’s congress, 
government and CPPCC, as well as the people’s court and people’s 
procuratorate, of the prefecture (municipality, autonomous prefecture, 
league and district), 3  organs and people’s bodies directly under the 
province (autonomous region or municipality directly under the Central 
Government), direct organizations established by central state organs in a 
province (autonomous region or municipality directly under the Central 
Government), the agencies of a province (autonomous region or 
municipality directly under the Central Government ) in a prefecture or 
league; and 

4. “Frequent” in Article 9 refers to an average annual production of more than 
six state secrets matters in the past three years. 

 
Article 45  Each region and department can formulate specific methods for 
managing state secrets classification within its own region and department.  
 
Article 46  The specific measures for public security and state security organs to 
determine secrets classification authorization and persons responsible for secrets 
classification shall be formulated separately by the State Administrative and 
Management Department for Guarding Secrets together with the departments of 
public security and state security of the State Council. 
 
Article 47  These Provisions shall come into force on the date of promulgation. The 
“Provisions on Secrets-Guarding Periods of State Secrets” issued by State Secrecy 
Bureau Order No. 2 on September 19, 1990 and the “Provisions on the Marks for 
State Secret Documents, Materials and Other Matters” issued by the State Secrecy 
Bureau and State Bureau of Technical Supervision Order No. 3 on October 6, 1990 
shall be annulled at the same time. 
 

                                                
3 [An administrative division of the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region 
corresponding to a prefecture.] 


